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1989? 1997? 1999? 2006?
?????? 15 15 22 21
????? 26 24 33 34
????? 34 33 36 39
????? 37 34 37 40
????? 28 25 33 38


























?? ?? ?? ???
1992 1,669,290 713,820 955,470
1993 1,595,320 714,010 881,310
1994 1,556,120 723,450 832,670
1995 1,512,610 716,040 796,570
1996 1,500,750 711,710 789,040
1997 1,565,855 862,983 702,872
1998 1,172,454 750,147 422,307
1999 1,140,187 738,250 401,937
2000 1,105,545 726,556 378,989
2001 1,071,350 722,750 348,600
2002 1,035,816 700,798 335,018
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? 10  ????????????1997??
?? ?? ??
?? 45,786 65,192 120,267
???? 211,918 212,259 282,607
???? 55,630 95,311 178,596


































































































????? ??? ????? ???? ???? ??? ??? ??
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??????
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? 9??????????1997??
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????? 75.7 75.0 76.5 88.7 84.6 90.1 79.0 
??? 11.4 12.5 19.6 7.3 11.3 5.9 13.4 
??? 5.5 2.0 2.2 0.5 2.9 2.6 
??? 1.0 0.5 0.9 0.4 0.6 
??? 1.0 0.3 0.1 0.4 0.4 
???? 0.8 1.0 0.3 
???? 0.2 0.3 0.1 1.4 0.3 
??? 0.6 0.6 0.2 
????? 0.4 1.0 0.3 0.4 0.4 
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?? ?? ?? ?? ?? ??
????? 84.1 54,826 66.8 43,548 70.2 45,765
????? 8.9 5,802 17.6 11,213 18.9 12,321
????? 17.6 8,058 8.0 3,663 19.0 8,699
????? 74.2 33,973 69.6 31,867 68.1 31,180
? -2,256 7,550 3,622
???? ????? ?
?? ?? ?? ?? ?? ??
????? 81.5 53,131 81.9 53,392 76.9 
????? 10.6 6,910 5.5 3,586 12.3 
????? 5.9 2,701 7.2 3,297 11.4 
????? 83.1 38,048 83.3 38,140 75.7 
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????? 76.9 76.4 94.5 92.9 93.5 80.3 86.1 
??? 48.0 45.1 67.5 38.9 50.6 41.6 52.3 
??? 63.7 48.5 62.3 2.7 18.9 38.4 45.7 
???? 54.7 59.7 53.6 3.5 3.5 37.9 43.2 
??? 59.9 23.9 57.5 10.5 10.2 29.4 41.4 
??? 54.3 47.5 40.0 5.0 5.0 25.9 36.3 
??? 43.5 47.6 48.7 3.3 7.6 43.7 35.4 
???? 33.7 33.3 43.2 11.7 36.7 21.2 33.8 
??? 41.3 37.6 42.7 5.6 10.4 25.8 32.9 
??? 36.8 31.3 45.9 7.9 15.0 22.2 32.1 
???? 51.9 39.3 30.6 4.5 4.5 30.0 31.8 
???? 48.5 33.3 41.6 6.2 20.0 31.5 
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????? ??? ????? ???? ???? ??? ??? ??
????? 34.7 27.3 43.5 83.1 77.2 36.4 46.4 
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????? 34.7 27.3 43.5 83.1 77.2 36.4 46.4 
??? 56.2 58.3 51.3 16.8 21.4 51.6 46.6 
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?? ?? ?? ?? ?? ??
????? 93.8 63,952 87.5 59,657 92.2 62,861
????? 0.8 545 - 0 - 0
????? 69.2 31,719 59.9 27,456 64.7 29,657
????? 22.9 10,496 25.9 11,872 24.3 11,138
? -31,174 -27,456 -29,657
???? ????? ?
?? ?? ?? ?? ?? ??
????? 96.3 65,656 93.3 63,611 92.7 
????? - 0 - 0 0.1 
????? 42.5 19,481 43.3 19,847 56.2 
????? 53.3 24,431 47.8 21,910 34.7 





?? 45,838 68,179 125,371
???? 59,693 254,756 260,419
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??? 1.2 1.3 1.2 1.5 0.9 
??? 1.0 0.2 0.6 0.5 
???? 0.4 0.2 0.1 0.7 0.3 0.3 
??? 0.1 0.5 0.3 0.7 0.3 
??? 0.3 0.2 0.7 0.1 
???? 0.5 0.0 
????? 0.3 0.5 0.4 0.3 
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???? ?? ???? ??? ???? ???? ???
1990 1,536,300 276,200 1,042,700 117,200 100,200 0
1991 1,585,000 290,600 1,068,800 120,600 105,000 0
1992 1,517,400 309,000 983,200 119,300 105,900 0
1993 1,786,000 366,800 1,172,900 128,400 111,700 6,200
1994 1,780,500 403,600 1,130,400 122,700 111,700 12,100
1995 1,774,500 426,900 1,124,900 111,800 100,900 10,000
1996 1,888,100 457,400 1,211,300 103,400 103,400 12,600
1997 1,788,400 436,300 1,124,400 95,800 118,900 13,000
1998 1,563,200 470,200 886,500 97,200 97,700 11,600
1999 1,439,500 467,600 781,300 89,200 86,700 14,700
2000 1,400,600 471,400 747,200 81,000 85,500 15,500
2001 1,484,700 525,400 755,400 85,000 80,500 38,400
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